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.is study systematically investigates the failure patterns, energy dissipation, and fracture behavior of rock specimens containing a
vertical hole under impact loads. First, an improved damage calculation equation suitable for the analysis of rock specimens with a
vertical hole is obtained based on the one-dimensional stress wave theory and the interface continuity condition. After that, the
Hopkinson pressure bar (SHPB) device was used to conduct cyclic impact tests with different impact pressures and impact modes
(impact pressures with equal amplitude and unequal amplitude)..e experimental results suggest that, under the equal-amplitude
high pressure and unequal-amplitude pressure, the degree of damage of the rock significantly increased, the bearing capacity
greatly reduced, and the rock gradually transitions from having good ductility to experiencing brittle failure. .e cumulative
specific energy absorption value gradually increases with the increase in the cyclic impact. Compared to that of the equal impact
condition, the degree of damage to the rock is more severe for the case of equal-amplitude high pressure and unequal impact, and
the failure mode undergoes a transformation from transverse tensile failure to transverse tensile failure-axial splitting failure
combination and axial splitting failure..rough the analysis of rock energy changes and rock failure patterns during cyclic impact,
it will be helpful to predict and control the fracture caused by local stress concentration during excavation, thus can reduce the cost
of support and reinforcement in excavation and improve the stability of surrounding rocks.

1. Introduction

Unexpected swift increases in urbanization throughout the
world have brought the demand for more land and faster
transportation between cities or intercity. In order to keep
pace with the demand, more and more underground en-
gineering, highways, and railways are under construction
[1–3]. In these constructions, it is unavoidable to encounter
the excavation work. Blast and mechanical excavations are
the usual way to accomplish this process. As the main
medium in various underground projects, rock is inevitably
subjected to dynamic loads, such as mechanical drilling and
blasting, during the construction of a tunnel or city un-
derground engineering, which causes the internal structure

and energy of the surrounding rocks to change, and long-
term accumulation will cause hidden safety risks.

.erefore, many scholars have performed substantial
research on the dynamic mechanical properties, damage,
and energy dissipation of rocks under dynamic loads [4–6].
Zhu et al. [7] used a large-diameter SHPB device to conduct
cyclic impact tests, analyzed the mechanical characteristics
and energy absorption trends of granite, and obtained a
damage model based on theWeibull distribution. Gong et al.
[8] used a modified triaxial SHPB system to analyze the
relationship between high strain rate, low yield pressure, and
the dynamic mechanical properties of sandstone. Shu et al.
[9] heat treated granite under a cyclic impact load test and
obtained the relationship between the rock energy and
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failure patterns with the temperature. Peng et al. [10, 11]
revealed the effects of confining pressure on physical
quantities, such as the stress-strain and damage factor, by
using different confining pressures for tests on sandstone
and gained the relationship among the strain rate, energy,
and damage degree. Tao et al. [12] studied the dynamic
failure process of granodiorite rock including an elliptical
hole, and the results indicated that the elliptical hole in rock
may lead to obvious stress concentration and energy ac-
cumulation which can cause considerable decreases in the
strength parameters.

In the practical underground engineering, undisturbed
rock mass encompasses various defects such as fissures,
joints, weak surfaces, pores, and cavities [13]. .e instability
and failure of a rock mass usually begins with initial defects,
such as holes and fissures. At present, there are few reports
on studies of rock with defects under dynamic loading. Zhou
[14, 15] analyzed the crack propagation and failure process
of prefabricated cracks and holes in layered sandstone and
marble, respectively, by using a high-speed camera and
described the effects of the crack inclination, hole shape, and
size on the dynamic compressive strength. Li et al. [16]
carried out experiments on prismatic marble specimens
containing a single flaw using a modified SPHB and revealed
that the geometry of the flaws may have a slight effect on the
failure modes of flawed rock under impact loading. Tao et al.
[17] prefabricated round holes in granite and observed the
failure process of the specimen under different combinations
of static and dynamic stress with a high-speed camera. Based
on the true triaxial static load and vertical dynamic load, Liu
et al. [18] carried out rock burst tests on the sandstone
samples with holes in the center and compared and analyzed
the characteristics of fragments and energy dissipation after
failure obtained by the two loading methods. Wu et al. [19]
analyzed the fracture morphology on the axial surface by
using the SHPB device, and the results showed that the
energy absorption rate and energy consumption density
decrease firstly and then increase.

In the cumulative process of damage under cyclic dy-
namic loads, the mechanical properties of the rock become
gradually degraded, the ability to withstand external dy-
namic load becomes lower, and the integrity becomes worse.
In addition, the original rock stress further aggravates the
damage of the rock, resulting in the reduction of the bearing
capacity and stability of the rock mass. .erefore, rock
damage under dynamic loading and its evolution law are the
important research topics in rock dynamics. .e methods
for defining rock mass damage variables include elastic
modulus method, ultrasonic wave velocity method, density
and gravity method, energy method, strain method [20], CT
method, and acoustic emission cumulative number method
[21]. In addition, many scholars have derived constitutive
models which were suitable for defining the rock mass
damage through research. Zhu et al. [22] proposed a linear
damage model for rock mass based on cyclic loading times
and fatigue life, but its accuracy was far from the actual
situation. Based on the deformation characteristics of rocks
under cyclic loading, Zheng et al. [23] established a fatigue
damage model related to failure factors under triaxial cyclic

loading, which could be applied to engineering practice.
Meng et al. [24] established a dynamic statistical damage
constitutive model under Weibull distribution, which was
suitable for dynamic load conditions, and its calculation
curve was in good agreement with the test curve. Wu et al.
[25] proposed a quantitative method of rock impact fatigue
performance for the engineering application under repeated
blasting. Chen et al. [26] selected different damage variables
from different perspectives with respect to the random
distribution of microscopic unit strength of rocks and
established two damage constitutive models subject to
lognormal distribution, which were effectively proved by
triaxial compression test data.

With respect to the rock with various defects, research on
prefabricated cavity rocks in the energy and damage fields is
also very important. Zhou et al. [27] tested the marble
specimens with single or two rectangular holes in different
layouts under uniaxial compression and revealed the rela-
tionship between absorption energy per unit volume and the
degree of crushing of the specimens. Based on the theory of
particle discrete element, Scholtès and Donzé [28] carried
out numerical simulation of compression failure process of
tuffaceous sandstone with holes under the conditions of
uniaxial, biaxial, and triaxial, and the results showed that the
strain energy and dissipation could reflect the rock de-
struction process and degree of the sliding and friction of the
mesoscopic particles. Liu et al. [18] conducted true triaxial
static load and vertical dynamic load rockburst tests on
sandstone samples with central hole, analyzed the rela-
tionship between the number of debris particles and energy
dissipation, and concluded that the energy dissipation of the
rockburst test was greater than that of the uniaxial com-
pression test. In terms of damage research, Matvienko et al.
[29] used electronic speckle interferometry (ESPI) to mea-
sure the deformation response of local materials caused by
hole defects under low-period fatigue load and proposed and
verified a new method for quantitative determination of
damage accumulation in the stress concentration area.

As shown in Figure 1, in previous research on the dy-
namic characteristics of rock with holes, transverse holes
were prefabricated in the vertical direction of the dynamic
load. Few scholars have studied the damage accumulation
and energy dissipation of vertical hole rocks distributed in
the direction of the dynamic load. In the study of rock failure
mechanism in underground excavation engineering, rocks
are usually divided into two types. .e first type regards the
hole as the excavation cavern, such as tunnel [30] and
chamber [31]. .e second type regards the hole as the initial
defect inside the rocks [17, 18]. If the hole is regarded as a
cavern, the transverse hole and the vertical hole can be
regarded as the propagation of stress wave on the hole plane
and the propagation on the vertical hole plane. If the hole is
regarded as the initial defect, the difference between them is
the distribution in the rocks relative to the stress wave
propagation direction. .e disturbance of two-way exca-
vation in tunnel engineering usually acts in the direction of
the hole. When the two-way excavation of the tunnel is close
to penetration, the drilling and blasting of the tunnel on one
side greatly affects the stability of the surrounding rock of the
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tunnel on the other side. .e impact load generated by
actual drilling and blasting often varies [32]. .erefore, this
article will use a SHPB device to carry out cyclic impact
tests of equal and unequal pressures on granite with vertical
holes, compare and analyze the cumulative damage and
energy dissipation characteristics of rock samples, and
explore the response characteristics of rocks under dif-
ferent pressure impacts. A theoretical reference will also be
provided for correctly understanding the granite failure
mechanism and the engineering confining pressure sta-
bility under actual conditions.

2. Methodology: Establishment of the
Damage Model

Jiefang et al. [33] deduced the expression for wave im-
pedance from incident waves, reflected waves, and
transmitted waves based on one-dimensional stress wave
theory. .e results show that the damage variables defined
based on the wave impedance exist in the rock fatigue
mechanical properties from the initial stage to the low-
speed stage and the acceleration stage, which have the
same trend as the damage variables defined by the P-wave
velocity. .erefore, the wave impedance of the specimen is
used to define the change in the damage to the rock in this
cyclic impact test. .e degree of damage D to the specimen
can be expressed as

D � 1 −
ρC

ρC
 

1.6

, (1)

where ρC is the wave impedance in a certain damage state
of the rock and ρC is the wave impedance in the initial state
of the rock. .e vertical hole is prefabricated in the center
of the cylindrical rock sample in this test, so the cross-
sectional areas of the elastic rod and the test specimen are
not equal. .e equation for calculating the wave impedance
derived by Jin cannot be directly applied to this experiment.
It is assumed that the contact surface between the rock and
the elastic rod is a two-elastic half-space contact surface

with displacement discontinuity. At this time, the propa-
gation of the stress wave at the contact surface can be
transformed to solve the boundary value problem of the
wave equation.

As shown in Figure 2, when the stress wave enters the
specimen from the rod part, the wave resistance changes
from mt to ms at the interface according to the one-di-
mensional stress wave theory [34]..e continuous condition
on I-II has the following equations:

PR � λPI, (2)

PT′ � (1 − λ)PI, (3)

mt � ρtCtAt, (4)

ms � ρsCsAs, (5)

λ �
mt − ms

mt + ms
, (6)

where PI , PR, and PT′ are the incident wave, reflected wave,
and transmitted wave in the specimen, respectively; At, As, ρt,
ρs, Ct, and Cs are the cross-sectional area, density, and P-wave
velocity of the elastic rod and the specimen, respectively; and λ
is the reflectance of the one-dimensional longitudinal wave
when it enters the specimen from the incident rod.

In actual experiments, since the reflected wave and the
incident wave are measured by the same strain gauge, the
incident wave may still be present when the reflected wave is
present, and then the starting point of the reflected wave will
be greatly affected by the incident wave. At this time, the
corresponding time is difficult to be determined, which can
cause data errors, but the starting point of the transmitted
wave will not be disturbed by the incident wave, so equation
(3) can be used to derive the damage model. .en, the
incident wave and the transmitted wave are functions of
time, and equation (3) is transformed into a continuous
condition on interface III-IV to obtain the following
equation:

σT ti(  � 1 − λ2 σI ti( . (7)

Knowing the wave impedance of the elastic rod and the
rock specimen, the time relationship between the wave
impedance and the wave can be obtained by combining
equations (6) and (7):

f ti(  �
σT ti( 

σI ti( 
�

4mtms

mt + ms( 
2, (8)

where σIti and σTti are the incident wave and transmission
wave of the i-th impact wave, respectively, and f(ti) is the
ratio of the i-th shock transmitted wave to the incident
wave. By bringing equations (4) and (5) into equation (8)
and solving the root of the quadratic equation by the in-
verse function transformation and global substitution, the
effective expression of the wave impedance of the rock
specimen at the i-th impact at a certain moment can be
obtained:

Direction of excavationBlast

Mechanical

A

B

B A

Ft

FtFt

Ft

PP

Ft: the confining pressure P: the cyclic impact loads

Figure 1: Sketch of rock mass subjected to cyclic dynamic loads in
excavation.
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ρiCi � ζ
2 − f ti(  − 2

��������
1 − f ti( 



f ti( 
ρtCt,

(9)

ζ �
As

At
. (10)

.e following expression of rock damage can be ob-
tained by substituting equation (9) into equation (1):

D � 1 − ζ
2 − f ti(  − 2

��������
1 − f ti( 



f ti( 

ρtCt

ρC
⎛⎜⎜⎝ ⎞⎟⎟⎠

1.6

, (11)

where ρiCi is the wave impedance value of the i-th impact
rock specimen and ζ is the cross-section proportionality
coefficient between the specimen and the elastic rod. In this
test, the average diameter of the granite section is
D � 4.85 cm, and the average diameter of the pores is
d � 1.10 cm. .e result is ζ � 0.8925. Since one impact of the
specimen is the result of incident and multiple reflections,
the wave impedance value of the rock specimen is always
changing throughout the process. Li [33, 35] pointed out
that when t≤ (2Ls/Cs), the measured reflected and trans-
mitted waves will not be affected by secondary and more
reflections and transmissions, and the wave impedance
change trend is relatively gentle during this period. Figure 3
shows the relationship between the wave impedance and
time whenD-0.6-1 is impacted. It can be seen from the figure
that there is a relatively stable area of wave impedance after
point A, and it has a similar slope of change. After point B, a
downward trend begins. At this time, the fissures inside the
rock initiate and further expand..erefore, a point on AB in
the (0, 2Ls/Cs) time section is selected as the fixed time point
for the calculation of the wave impedance.

3. Experimental Design

3.1. Sample Preparation. .e rock sample is granite with
good integrity and homogeneity, with a density of 2790 kg/
m3, a P-wave velocity of 5345m/s, and an elastic modulus of
approximately 40.7GPa. Figure 4 shows a prefabricated
granite specimen with vertical holes. .e test specimen is
made into a cylindrical rock sample with a growth diameter
ratio of 2 :1, a size of ϕ50mm× 100mm, and a vertical hole
in the center of the circular cross section with a diameter of
10mm. Before testing, the two ends and sides of the
specimen are carefully polished to ensure that their

nonparallelism and nonverticality are less than 0.02mm.
High-pressure water cutting technology is used to precast
vertical holes in the center of the circular cross section of the
specimen with a water jet cutting machine to avoid me-
chanical damage to the rock sample body caused by the
process of smoothing the hole surface.

3.2. Experimental Equipment. .e test equipment is a 50mm
diameter Hopkinson pressure bar (SHPB) device from Central
South University. .e punch, incident rod, transmission rod,
and absorption rod of the device are made of 40Cr alloy steel.
.e longitudinal wave velocity is 5400m/s, the density is
7810 kg/m3, the elastic modulus is 240GPa, and the wave
impedance is 4.2×107MPa/s. Two sets of strain gauges are
attached to the incident rod and the transmission rod, and the
deformation of the rod is collected and displayed with the help
of a CS-1D superdynamic strain gauge and a DL-750 oscil-
loscope. In the launch cavity, PC vibration is eliminated to
achieve half-sine wave loading, thereby achieving a constant
strain rate loading. Figure 5 shows a schematic diagram of the
SHPB test system and testing equipment.

3.3. Experimental Plan

3.3.1. 1e Method. To study the law and to compare the strain
damage and energy dissipation of granite under cyclic impact
with equal amplitude and cyclic impact with unequal ampli-
tude, the impact air pressure was set to 0.6MPa, 0.7MPa, and
0.8MPa for cyclic impact..e cyclic effects of varying loads on
the rock mass during blasting were simulated using impact
pressures of 0.6–0.7MPa and 0.7–0.8MPa with different
amplitudes. .e number of specimens with equal and unequal
impacts is represented as D-0.6-1 and B-0.6-1, respectively,
where D and B represent the equal and unequal amplitudes,
respectively, and 0.6 represents the equal and unequal impact
pressures. .e initial impact air pressure, 1, is the test group
number. .ere are a total of 5 test groups, and each group is
cyclically impacted until failure. .e details of the test protocol
are shown in Table 1.
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Figure 3: .e trend of the wave impedance of the specimen over
time.
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Figure 2: Transmission and reflection of the one-dimensional
longitudinal wave in the specimen.
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3.3.2. 1e Procedure

(i) Before the start of the test, the incident rod and the
transmission rod are closely pressed for a test
punch, and the trend of the incident wave and the
transmitted wave on the oscilloscope is observed to
ensure that the two rods are properly connected so
that the specimen can achieve stress balance during
the test

(ii) During the test, butter is evenly applied to both ends
of the specimen to ensure that the two ends are in
good contact with the incident rod and the trans-
mission rod since butter can reduce the impact of
the friction between the rock and the rod interface
during the test

(iii) .e position of the punch in the transmitting cavity
is adjusted, and it is confirmed that the position is
fixed each time to equalize the incident stress wave
on the incident rod

(iv) .e cylinder air pressure is changed to the planned
set value, and the strain gauge and oscilloscope are
turned on for data recording

4. Results and Analysis

4.1. Experimental Results. According to the one-dimensional
stress wave theory and the law of the conservation of energy,
the incident energy σI(t), reflected wave σR(t), and trans-
mitted wave σR(t) recorded on the DL-750 oscilloscope are
used to calculate the incident energy during cyclic impact,
reflection energy, transmission energy, average strain rate,
and absorbed energy per unit volume, and then the degree of
damage after each impact is obtained from equation (11). Due
to space limitations, Table 2 only lists the results of some test
specimens. Table 2 shows that with the increase in the number
of cyclic impacts, the absorbed energy per unit volume and
the average strain rate of the specimen gradually increase and
the wave impedance gradually decreases. .e dynamic peak

Figure 4: Granite specimen with a vertical hole.

High dynamic
strain indicator

Transient
recorder

Specimen

Strain gauge

Bumper Transmission

bar bar

Input bar Striker bar Launch

cylinder

Air cylinder

Figure 5: Schematic diagram of the SHPB test system and testing equipment [36].

Table 1: Scheme of the impact experiment.

Experimental group Aspect ratio Impact air pressure (MPa)

Constant-amplitude pressure shock load
2.0 0.6
2.0 0.7
2.0 0.8

Uneven-amplitude air pressure shock load 2.0 0.6–0.7
2.0 0.7–0.8

Advances in Civil Engineering 5



stress decreases gradually during equal-amplitude impact
generally, but it increases during uneven-amplitude impact.

4.2. Damage Evolution Characteristic Curve. Figure 6 shows
the relationship between the degree of damage and the
number of impacts during cyclic loading. From the analysis
of the graph, it can be seen that the damage accumulation of
rock specimens with vertical holes increases as the number
of impacts increases, and basically, as the impact load in-
creases, the cumulative damage growth rate of its cyclic
impact also increases. .e number of impacts gradually
decreases. Due to the existence of hole defects, a large
number of cracks are generated near the hole wall during the
impact process, and the rock itself contains initial cracks.
.e analysis shows that each group of specimens has a larger
damage value after the first impact. .e range of this value is
0.2∼0.3. Subsequent shocks are affected by the magnitude
and change in the pressure of the shock, and the change law
of the damage is also different.

.e damage accumulation of the granite specimen
D-0.6-2 slowly increased during the second to fourth im-
pacts. At this stage, the curve change trend was relatively
gentle, and the dynamic peak stress and the average strain
rate were basically unchanged. After the impact, initial
microcracks and pore compaction appeared inside the rock,
while the crack initiation and propagation process around
the hole continued, reflecting the overall situation that the
deformation characteristics were relatively stable, and the
rock samples had good ductility characteristics. .e degree
of damage to the test specimen continued to increase. At this
stage, cracks occurred in various directions in the rock and
around the hole. Cracks with an inclination greater than the
internal friction angle began to rapidly expand and penetrate
due to the insufficient bearing capacity of the specimen. .e
yield area of the cross section of the rock continued to
increase until the specimen was damaged. .e damage

evolution curve for the entire process includes the process
from the initial stage to the low-speed stage and the ac-
celeration stage, which can better characterize the fatigue
mechanical properties of rocks under cyclic impact. Com-
paring specimen D-0.6-2 and specimen D-0.7-3, due to the
increase in the impact gas pressure, the damage accumu-
lation rate in the whole process is accelerated, the number of
impacts is reduced, the low-speed stage of the rock damage
evolution disappears, and the dynamic peak stress gradually
decreases with the number of impacts. When the dynamic
load is further increased to an impact pressure of 0.8MPa,
the damage accumulation rate of specimen D-0.8-3 is much
greater than that of the previous two groups, the degree of

Table 2: Experimental results for some granite specimens under cyclical impact loads.

Specimen
number

Impact air
pressure (MPa)

Number of
impacts

Wave
impedance
(MPa/s)

Incident
energy (J)

Absorption energy per
unit volume (J/cm3)

Average strain
rate (s−1)

Dynamic peak
stress (MPa)

D-0.6-2 0.6

1 127.83 78.83 0.123 24.82 113.89
2 108.55 80.05 0.152 30.86 85.39
3 103.68 81.86 0.156 31.14 83.09
4 99.36 81.88 0.156 30.23 88.63
5 93.57 75.76 0.165 32.41 82.68
6 72.72 77.87 0.206 38.02 59.37

D-0.7-3 0.7

1 125.04 123.47 0.186 30.84 131.63
2 111.38 126.64 0.194 31.73 129.46
3 95.88 123.04 0.263 39.37 95.58
4 63.03 126.11 0.291 42.09 76.46

D-0.8-3 0.8
1 117.34 163.35 0.255 36.76 150.38
2 88.36 162.27 0.311 41.75 137.02
3 41.09 157.22 0.415 51.67 98.94

B-0.6-1 0.6–0.7 1 123.41 83.23 0.165 27.15 74.90
2 34.77 127.49 0.276 35.51 118.77

B-0.7-3 0.7–0.8 1 118.23 113.31 0.157 28.61 101.65
2 26.87 152.21 0.330 39.83 129.68
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Figure 6: Relationship between the damage degree and number of
impacts.
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damage increases approximately linearly, the number of
impacts decreases, and the rock brittleness increases. .e
damage during the initial and final failure stages is also larger
than that of the previous two groups. It can be considered
that this result occurs because the specimen exhibited more
cracks in the first impact stage, and the final impact spec-
imen had a higher degree of fragmentation.

Both specimens B-0.6-1 and B-0.7-3, under different
amplitude impacts, were destroyed after two impacts. .e
phenomenon occurred because the damage was small under
the first impact, and the second incident was caused by the
increase in the air pressure. .e stress wave amplitude and
strain rate increase accordingly, the impact damage accu-
mulation sharply increases, and the relationship between the
degree of damage and the number of impacts exponentially
increases. Compared with that of specimen D-0.6-2 and
specimen D-0.7-3, the degree of damage to the rock at this
time exhibits a more dramatic, sudden increase, and the final
degree of damage is also more severe. Compared with those
following the equal-amplitude impact, the mechanical
properties of the specimens with unequal-amplitude impact
deteriorate faster, and the rock exhibits significant brittle
failure characteristics. .e reasons for this phenomenon will
be discussed in conjunction with the energy dissipation.

Except for specimen D-0.6-2, with an impact pressure of
0.6MPa, the peak stress value of the rock significantly decreases
with an increase in the number of impacts. .e crack growth
rate of the vertical hole granite is greater than the strength
capacity of the rock structure required after compaction. At this
time, themagnitude of the impact load exceeds the critical value
of the dynamic load that disappears at the low-speed stage.
During themultiple impacts of the specimen, the internal cracks
continue to sprout, expand, and penetrate, resulting in increased
specimen damage and reduced load carrying capacity.

4.3. Analysis of the Average Strain Rate and Damage
Characteristics. .e damage model deduced from the con-
tinuous condition of the interface shows that the degree of
damage D is a function of the ratio of the transmitted wave
σT(t) to the incident wave σI(t), which represents the gradual
weakening of the cohesion in the rock and the degree of
volume unit failure. Assuming that the rock stress is uniform
and without attenuation, the strain rate _ε is a function of the
reflected wave σR(t) in the two-wave method, which rep-
resents the rate of change of the rock strain..erefore, there is
a certain degree of damage D and strain rate _ε during impact
contact. Figure 7 shows the change in the degree of damage
with the average strain rate under different impact air
pressures of the same amplitude impact. .e analysis shows
that when the impact gas pressure is constant, the damage to
the specimen increases with the increase in the average strain
rate, which indicates that as the strain rate increases, the
degree of structural deterioration caused by crack initiation
and propagation in the rock is more serious. Increasing the
impact air pressure causes the specimen damage accumula-
tion curve as a whole to shift to the right, and the size of the
damage under a high strain rate increases, which shows that
the increase in rock damage under high pressure impact is

greater as the average strain rate increases..erefore, it can be
considered that the increase in the impact pressure weakens
the impact strength of granite and accelerates the damage
evolution rate of the internal structure under impact loading,
and the larger the impact pressure within a certain range is,
the faster the damage evolution rate of the specimen is.

To investigate the relationship between the rock damage
and the average strain rate under more impact pressures, the
power function D � α_εβ was used to fit the data in Figure 6
to obtain the relationship between the degree of damage and
the average strain rate at different impact pressures:

Pn � 0.6MPa, D � 4.01 × 10− 4 _ε 2.0439, R2 � 0.913,

Pn � 0.7MPa, D � 2.92 × 10− 5 _ε 2.6972, R2 � 0.910,

Pn � 0.8MPa, D � 2.73 × 10− 6 _ε 3.2490, R2 � 0.965.

(12)

.e impact pressure is fitted to the parameters α and β to
obtain the following equation:

α � 1.22 × 103 · e− 24.9467Pn , R2 � 0.998,

β � 6.03Pn − 1.5544, R2 � 0.997.

⎧⎨

⎩ (13)

By substituting equation (13) into the power function
D � α_εβ, we can obtain the expression for the relationship
between the degree of damage to the rock and the impact
pressure and the average strain rate:

D � 1.22 × 103 · e
− 24.9467Pn _ε6.03−1.5544

. (14)

Figure 8 shows the comparison between the test result
fitting and the equation theoretical curve at Pn � 0.7MPa. It
can be seen from the figure that the fitted curve and the
experimental curve are almost coincident, there are only
slight differences in the high-strain section, and the overall
trend of the numerical changes is the same. .e average
strain rate-degree of damage curve calculated by the theo-
retical equation is very similar to the experimental fit curve.
Using equation (14), the relationship between the degree of
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Figure 7: Relationship between the degree of damage and the
average strain rate under different pressures of equal amplitude.
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damage and the average strain rate under other pressure shocks
can be calculated, and the relationship between the develop-
ment rate of internal defects and the degree of structural
damage when the load is applied on the granite with different
impacts can be obtained. Because the experimental data of the
unequal-amplitude experimental group are small and the re-
lationship between the strain rate and damage evolution under
alternating impact pressure is relatively complicated, the the-
oretical equation for such cases is not discussed.

4.4. Relationship between the Absorbed Energy per Unit
Volume and Strain Rate. Figure 9 shows the relationship
between the absorbed energy per unit volume and the av-
erage strain rate during the cyclic impact of the specimen
under constant and unequal pressure. It can be seen from the
figure that under the action of equal- and unequal-amplitude
air pressure shocks, the absorption energy per unit volume
of the rock increases linearly with the increase in the average
strain rate.

Figure 9(a) shows the fitting of the relationship between
the absorbed energy per unit volume and the average strain
rate under different air pressures of equal-amplitude impact.
As the increase in the impact air pressure leads to an increase
in the punch speed, the average strain rate generated by the
specimen also increases overall..e slope of the linear fitting
is greater under high pressure, and the absorption energy per
unit volume increases rapidly with the strain rate. On the
other hand, the slope of the linear fitting under low pressure
is smaller, and the absorption energy per unit volume in-
creases slowly with the strain rate. By examining the impact
of different impact modes on the law of rock damage, as
shown in Figures 9(b) and 9(c), when the average strain rate
is small, the energy values are not very different, and under a
high average strain rate, the energy absorption efficiency of
the specimen under the impact of unequal amplitude is
stronger than that under equal amplitude, which indicates

that the energy absorption efficiency of the specimen is
improved under the impact of high air pressure.

.e analysis shows that under the action of a large
impact load, the development rate of internal defects in the
rock will gradually increase. At this time, the looser the
specimen is, the smaller the wave impedance value is and the
higher the degree of damage is. If the same average strain
rate occurs, a specimen impacted by a high pressure must
absorb more energy to do work on more crack slip surfaces,
so the slope of the absorbed energy per unit volume and the
average strain rate during cyclic impact will increase with the
increase in the impact pressure.

4.5. Relationship between the Number of Impacts and Specific
Energy Absorption. To explore the relationship between the
number of impacts of rock and the damage under cyclic
impact loading, the cumulative specific energy absorption
value ϑ is defined as the accumulated energy absorbed per
unit volume of the specimen during cyclic impact:

ϑ � 
n

i�0
EV(i), (15)

where ϑ is the cumulative specific energy absorption value,
EV(i) is the absorbed energy per unit volume generated by the i-
th impact of the specimen, and n is the number of impacts of
the cyclic load. .e relationship between the cumulative
specific energy absorption value of the rock and the number of
impact loads can be obtained from the test results and equation
(15). Figure 10 shows the relationship between the cumulative
specific energy absorption of rock and the number of impacts
under different impact pressures and impact modes.

With constant amplitude impact, as the pressure of the
impact gas increases, the rate of increase of the specific
energy of the specimen increases and the number of impacts
decreases accordingly. .e last impact incident energy is
mainly used for specimen failure [37], resulting in a
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Figure 8: Relationship between the average strain rate and the degree of damage for Pn � 0.7MPa.
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relatively large absorbed energy of the specimen. .is test
showed a significant increase in the last absorption energy
under high pressure impact. Specimen D-0.8-3 showed an
increase by 50.39% and 29.89% in the last unit volume
compared to that of specimens D-0.6-2 and D-0.7-3, re-
spectively. Figure 10 shows the failure mode of a granite
specimen with holes under constant amplitude impact. At an
impact pressure of 0.6MPa, specimen D-0.6-2 undergoes
lateral tensile failure near the middle, with some spalling at
the edges; at 0.7MPa, the failure degree of specimen D-0.7-3
is incomplete. .e secondary rock block undergoes lateral
stretching and axial splitting along the diameter section of
the hole, and the surface of the main rock block undergoes
longitudinal tensile cracking that extends to the edge of the
hole with a circular cross section; under the impact of
0.8MPa, specimen D-0.8-3 breaks into three main blocks,
there is a lateral stretching zone and an axial splitting zone,

and the flaking and fragmentation of the rock edge is more
severe.

For the case of unequal-amplitude impact, the number
of impacts of the rock is significantly reduced compared to
the number of equal-amplitude impacts, and the accu-
mulated specific energy at the time of the final failure is
also greatly reduced. Compared with specimen D-0.6-2
and specimen D-0.7-3, specimen B-0.6-1 and specimen
B-0.7-3 both produced a greater accumulated specific
energy due to the subsequent increase in the impact gas
pressure. .e growth rate increased by 25.45% and 11.85%,
respectively. .e failure morphology of the rock specimen
under unequal-amplitude impact is shown in Figure 11.
.e failure mode of specimen B-0.6-1 under pressures of
0.6-0.7MPa is a combination of lateral stretching and axial
splitting failure, and under a pressure of 0.8MPa, speci-
men B-0.7-3 exhibits a complete axial splitting failure
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Figure 9: Variation laws of the absorbed energy per unit volume with the strain rate. (a) Pressure shocks of 0.6MPa, 0.7MPa, and 0.8MPa.
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mode, and rock blocks spall and break at both ends of the
specimen.

5. Discussion

With the increase in the impact pressure and the change in
the impact mode, the failure mode of the rock undergoes a
transformation from lateral tensile failure to lateral tensile-
axial splitting combination and axial splitting failure and is
affected by the size effect of granite. .e degree of the final
fracture of the specimen is not serious. .e explosion stress
wave reflection tensile theory assumes that rock failure is
caused by the stress wave in the rock, forming a reflected
tensile wave after the free surface is reflected, and the tensile
stress in the rock is greater than its tensile strength. When
the stress wave is transmitted from the incident rod to the
specimen, a short elastic deformation displacement differ-
ence occurs in the interface area due to the difference in the
elastic modulus. During the entire impact process, there are
multiple transreflective stress waves. Each time the stress
wave is transmitted to the interface between the specimen
and the rod, a relative displacement will be produced. With
the increase in the number of times, the stress wave
propagates in the specimen, the microcracks will propagate

and penetrate in succession, resulting in the enhanced de-
formation capacity of the rock, and the relative displacement
generated each time will gradually increase. In addition, due
to the lack of axial compression constraints, the transmission
rod will undergo a certain displacement after being subjected
to several transmission stress waves. At a certain reflection
and reflection stage, a side of the specimen will form a
hollow surface with the elastic rod and generate reflected
tensile waves [38]..e existence of holes intensifies the crack
propagation rate in each reflective process and reduces the
net cross-sectional area of the active surface, which results in
the lateral tensile failure of the rock. Increased impact air
pressure leads to the initiation of the concentrated tensile
stress generated near the hole wall, causing the split-through
surface to develop in the axial direction. Under the high
pressure of unequal-amplitude impact, the stress concen-
tration around the hole is further intensified. Before the
formation of hysteresis, the test specimen will split and break
because the tensile stress around the hole exceeds its tensile
strength. .e excessive local compressive stress causes a
certain crushing.

According to the theoretical analysis, during microcrack
initiation and propagation, slippage will inevitably occur. As
the cyclic impact progresses, the penetration crack surface

Figure 11: Fracture failure morphology of granite specimens with a vertical hole under different impact pressures of equal-amplitude
impact.
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will continue to increase. At this time, the work required to
overcome the friction of the section slip will incrementally
increase. .e absorbed energy per unit volume of the rock
will also increase, causing the cumulative specific energy
absorption value to gradually increase, while the damage
accumulation of the rock will increase one after another. In
this experiment, with the increase in the equal-pressure
impact gas pressure, the degree of fracture and the area of
fracture of the specimen increase correspondingly and the
impact strength also weakens successively. Under unequal-
amplitude impact, the specimen exhibits a more severe
degree of fragmentation at a lower cumulative specific en-
ergy absorption value. Compared with that of equal-am-
plitude impact, the impact resistance of the specimen under
unequal-amplitude impact is greatly reduced and the
damage evolution is more severe. .e high-pressure shock
aggravates the propagation rate of the microdefects inside
the test specimen after the low-pressure shock, and the stress
concentration around the hole initiates more cracks. When
most of the cracks have not yet initiated and propagated, the
test specimen A section has been loaded with a low capacity,
and a large crack density expands, penetrates, and breaks.
According to Figures 11 and 12, the through surface usually
forms along the section where the diameter of the hole is
located. .erefore, in engineering practice, when the rock is
subjected to large dynamic loads and varying dynamic loads,
construction personnel should pay attention to locations
with defects and take corresponding measures to support
and strengthen the surrounding rocks [39–41].

6. Conclusions

.is paper proposed a damage constitutive model defined by
wave impedance, which can quantify the damage degree of
the granite with a hole paralleled with the load direction, and
provided a newmethod for predicting the damage process of
confining pressure in engineering practice. .rough the
constitutive model, it can be found that the degree of damage
and the change rate of cumulative specific energy absorption
value of the specimens accelerated, and the impact strength
significantly decreases as the number of impacts increases.
During the experiment, the specimens with holes showed

significant brittle failure characteristics, and the failure mode
underwent the transformation of transverse tensile failure to
transverse tension-axial splitting combination and axial
splitting failure..rough the analysis of rock energy changes
and rock failure patterns during cyclic impact, it will be
helpful to predict and control the fracture caused by local
stress concentration during excavation, thus can reduce the
cost of support and reinforcement in excavation and im-
prove the stability of the surrounding rocks.
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